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                        If's risk management magazine is one of the oldest client magazines in the Nordic countries. Its origins go back more than 100 years.
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                The impact of nuclear verdicts and social inflation on U.S. claims 
            

                
                    The current landscape for liability claims in the United States, including the increase in “nuclear verdicts” and the effects of social inflation on claims. 
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                Diving into energy industry claims 
            

                
                    What kinds of claims do we see amongst our energy clients? 
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                Risk Consulting 3/2023
            

                
                    All articles in the issue 3/2023 of Risk Consulting
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                Ensuring a smooth start to working life
            

                
                    A growing concern in the workplace: mental health issues are on the rise and challenging young people’s working ability.
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                Forever chemicals  bring new risks for insurers
            

                
                    Synthetic compounds known as PFAS, or ‘forever chemicals’ can now  be found everywhere.
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                Risk Consulting 2/2023
            

                
                    All articles in the issue 2/2023 of Risk Cosulting.
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                Understanding the energy mix
            

                
                    To achieve net-zero emissions, there are many critical elements  that need to be addressed. There is no doubt that the green  transition, and finding new ways to power the world, is a must  – it is something we simply must aim for in the future. However,  this green transition as we know it retains some problems that  are not yet solved.
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                Brownouts and  blackouts pose risks
            

                
                    While a blackout will cut the flow of electricity completely, a brownout will maintain power, but at reduced capacity or with partial outages. These events can impact business operations and potentially severely impact production operations, for example.
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                Risk Consulting 1/2023
            

                
                    All articles in the issue 1/2023 of Risk Cosulting.
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                Integrating cybersecurity and ESG
            

                
                    As part of ongoing risk management efforts to protect critical infrastructure and data, companies should consider integrating an ESG program into their cybersecurity strategies.
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                Being socially responsible requires commitment
            

                
                    Our responsibility includes contributing to a safer community and an environment that is sustainable in the long term.  
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                    All articles in the issue 3/2022 of Risk Cosulting, 
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                The risk of being underinsured
            

                
                    Being underinsured is a bigger problem than most people realise. 
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                Reflecting on the Ever Given incident
            

                
                    In March 2021, one of the world’s largest container ships, Ever Given, ran aground in the Suez Canal and blocked this important global trade route for six days. A year on, we take an insurer’s perspective on the aftermath of this highly publicised incident.
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                    All articles in the issue 2/2022
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                How does Risk Management link to sustainable business practice?
            

                
                    Fires remain the leading cause of commercial property loss and consequently are the primary focus of Risk Engineers worldwide. 
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                Loss prevention work with our clients
            

                
                    Large losses can cause long disruptions to a company’s operations, as the attention shifts from fulfilling the business strategy to cleaning up and resurrecting the site and restoring operations. 
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                Risk Consulting issue 1/2022
            

                
                    All articles in the issue 1/2022
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        Flooding in Germany - a Risk Management perspective
        
    

    The natural disaster in Germany this summer was a once-in-a-hundred-year event. In this article, we investigate how the flooding developed, the underlaying causes that are currently known, as well as the insurance claims that followed in the aftermath.




        
            Read about flooding in Germany
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        Rising raw material prices increase the risk of underinsurance
        
    

    Today, rebuilding a facility or repairing business critical machinery can be more expensive, due to recent and substantial price increases in raw materials.




        
            Learn more about the risk of underinsurance
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        Risk Consulting 4/2021
        
    

    In this issue we are looking at flooding in Germany from last summer, as well as rising raw material prices and feature insights into the reasons why ransomware will continue to impact businesses into the future.






        
            All articles in Risk Consulting 4/2021
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        Prioritising employee wellbeing
        
    

    Health and wellbeing have become increasingly important issues for employees in recent years. Likewise, prospective employees now also put far greater emphasis on healthcare and medical benefits when looking for new jobs and career opportunities.




        
            Read more in the article
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        Business travel, duty of care and the global pandemic
        
    

    Employers have a duty of care obligation to protect their employees from undue risk when they are on a business trip. Since the coronavirus outbreak, this has become increasingly important.




        
            Learn what employers should consider
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        Risk Consulting 3/2021
        
    

    There are several articles that might interest you in the Risk Consulting 3/2021, focusing on health and wellbeing. Did you already read them all?




        
            All articles in Risk Consulting 3/2021
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        Climate change will impact Nordic energy landscape
        
    

    Three significant trends drive the energy landscape currently; the shift towards renewable energy sources, the electrification of society and finally the increased risks of weather-related losses.




        
            Read about the results of a recent study
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        Driverless vehicles on the road – how close is our autonomous future?
        
    

    Although human errors can be minimised or even prevented with advanced driver assistance systems, the question remains: are autonomous, self-driving vehicles safe?




        
            What do If's specialists say about the risks?
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        Risk Consulting 2/2021
        
    

    There are several articles that might interest you in the Risk Consulting 2/2021. Did you already read them all?

All articles in Risk Consulting 2/2021 
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        Hotwork continues to cause major fires
        
    

    Fire losses resulting from errors made and risks taken during hot work are all too commonplace. Failure to implement the simplest safety measures can result in expensive claims, impacting business operations from project delays to, in the worst case, loss of life.




        
            Learn how to limit fire incidents
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        Managing Cargo risks and losses
        
    

    Protecting your goods in transit, or in intermediate storage in conjunction with an insured transit, from loss or damage is vital. For many manufacturing and wholesale businesses, the supply chain is an instrumental part of daily operations.




        
            Read about our new insurance solution
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        Risk Consulting 1/2021
        
    

    There are several articles that might interest you in the Risk Consulting 1/2021. Did you already read them all?




        
            All articles in Risk Consulting 1/2021
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        Why is safety research important?
        
    

    Safety research is a continuous effort to improve upon existing products, tools, materials, systems and equipment to ensure safe execution of a task. If is actively involved in safety-related research projects across the Nordics.




        
            Read more about the efforts
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        Understanding electric vehicle fires
        
    

    The popularity of electric vehicles (EV) and the use of lithium-ion batteries is booming. However, the risk of fires in EVs has received attention due to widespread concerns. One such concern is related to the fumes that rise from a burning vehicle.




        
            Learn about the special risks with EVs
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        Risk Consulting 4/2020
        
    

    There are several articles that might interest you in the Risk Consulting 4/2020. Did you already read them all?




        
            All articles in Risk Consulting 4/2020
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        Trends in ransomware
        
    

    Ransomware is a very powerful weapon, causing a disproportionately high amount of disruption for the financial gain. In 2020, the ransomware business has further evolved, and the criminal gangs have come up with new business models. 




        
            How ransomware has evolved?
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        Taking the Assume Breach approach
        
    

    Against current and future cyber threats, it is important to have an ‘Assume Breach’ mindset. Sooner or later, a cyber incident will inevitably happen. Whether the attack is a smaller or bigger incident, it’s crucial that you have prepared yourself for such a situation.




        
            What is an ‘Assume Breach’ mindset?
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        Risk Consulting 3/2020
        
    

    There are several articles that might interest you in the Risk Consulting 3/2020, Cyber issue . Did you already read them all?




        
            All articles in Risk Consulting 3/2020
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        COVID-19 disrupts supply chains
        
    

    One of the outcomes of the coronavirus COVID-19 outbreak has been the impact on global supply chains. These disruptions have impacted economies around the world and put companies at serious risk, interrupting the flow of goods and services in the global economy.




        
            What are the impacts of the pandemic?
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        Shutting down operations in an emergency
        
    

    An unplanned shutdown of operations, whether due to a strike, catastrophic equipment failure, a pandemic, or other unforeseen sudden events is always a difficult decision that is ultimately harmful to business operations. Often such incidents can occur when least expected.




        
            How to reduce the risk
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        Risk Consulting 2/2020
        
    

    There are several articles that might interest you in the Risk Consulting 2/2020. Did you already read them all?




        
            All articles in Risk Consulting 2/2020
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        Protecting your project from start-up delays
        
    

    When does a project need Delay in Start-Up (DSU) cover? Are you prepared for unexpected delays in your project? Learn how you can protect your project and ensure that DSU risks are properly managed throughout the project.




        
            Read about DSU, Delay in Start-Up insurance
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        When the work stops
        
    

    Although many CAR/EAR projects are delivered smoothly, construction projects can face delays and unforeseen challenges that impact construction or erection works. Standstills and the temporary suspension of work on any project can lead to serious losses.




        
            See top tips to avoid losses in CAR/EAR projects
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        Risk Consulting 1/2020
        
    

    There are several articles that might interest you in the Risk Consulting 1/2020, Constructions issue . Did you already read them all?
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        Solar panel fires
        
    

    Recently, media outlets from Japan to Norway have raised questions around fire safety and solar panels. Even when fires occur for reasons unrelated to solar panels, these modules can in fact play a role in both the intensity and speed of a spreading blaze.




        
            Read more about preventing solar panel fires
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        Hydraulic oil fires - what to look for?
        
    

    The most simple and reliable way to prevent a hydraulic oil fire is to replace mineral oil with non-combustible fluid. Using electric or pneumatic drives instead of hydraulic drives will also prevent hydraulic oil fires. 




        
            Read what you should know about hydraulic oil fires
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        Risk Consulting 2/2019
        
    

    There are other articles that might interest you in Risk Consulting, issue 2/2019. Did you already read them?




        
            Read all articles in Risk Consulting 2/2019
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        Flexible, high-quality international services
        
    

    Our international network is spanning 170 countries globally and serves our clients wherever they operate.




        
            Read about our international network
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        Do you know your interdependencies?
        
    

    Does your company know how to spot internal dependencies? Gain insights on risks that lie in interdependencies.




        
            Read more about interdependencies
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        Risk Consulting 1/2019
        
    

    There are several articles that might interest you in the Risk Consulting 1/2019 . Did you already read them all?




        
            All articles in Risk Consulting 1/2019
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Wind of change

When the storm arrives

Snow load - a challenge for property owners
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Preventing e-mail spoofing

3D printing and risks

Protecting investments in emerging markets

Read all articles
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Cyber risk controls

The unknown problem with sprinkler systems

When food becomes a threat

Read all articles
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Close collaboration decisive after major fire

The do's and don'ts in recall management

Autonomous ships - fact or fiction?
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                                Pdf files of early issues of Risk Consulting

These issues of Risk Consulting Magazine are available on if-insurance.com only in pdf.

1/2016 Risk Consulting (pdf, 5 mb)

 2/2016 Risk Consulting  (pdf, 4 mb)

1/2015 Risk Consulting (pdf, 2 mb)

2/2015 Risk Consulting (pdf, 3 mb)

1/2014 Risk Consulting (pdf, 2 mb)

2/2014 Risk Consulting (pdf, 2 mb)

1/2013 Risk Consulting (pdf, 4 mb)

2/2013 Risk Consulting (pdf, 4 mb)

1/2012 Risk Consulting (pdf, 3 mb)

2/2012 Risk Consulting (pdf, 3 mb)
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